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1. Overview of Cryptyk 

1.1 Technology Summary  

Cryptyk Inc. is building the first complete turn-key cyber-security and cloud storage solution from a 
single vendor for all applications. Utilizing a decentralized hybrid cloud technology, the CRYPTYK CLOUD 
platform is the first “one size fits all” cloud security and storage ecosystem for large enterprises, SMB’s and 
individual users. In addition to developing a complete turn-key Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) product suite 
for all cloud markets, Cryptyk is also delivering custom enterprise solutions that will later plug into the 
turnkey product suite (once released in mid-2020). In this document we describe the technology, market, 
product design and business model for a complete turnkey SaaS security and storage ecosystem. 

 
CRYPTYK CLOUD protects against all five major security threats to the cloud (external, internal, viral, 

operational and surveillance threats) and is half the cost of existing multi-vendor solutions. For the 
deployment of this hybrid decentralized platform, Cryptyk has created the Cryptyk Token (CTK) as the new 
digital utility token to power an entirely independent cloud security and storage economy. When the 
decentralized storage and security platforms are integrated with the decentralized CTK economy the result 
is a complete product ecosystem with healthy incentive structures for all participants looking to adopt the 
platform. For the hacker, profit is eliminated, and risk is added. For the customer cloud storage and file 
sharing become much simpler, cheaper and vastly more secure. For the 3rd party software developer, income 
can be generated by building applications on top of the ultra-secure open-source CRYPTYK CLOUD platform. 
And for any crypto investor or trader CTK tokens grow in tradable value as a direct response to customer 
adoption and usage of the SaaS platform by both enterprises and consumers.  

 

1.2 CRYPTYK CLOUD Product Suite and CTK Token Economy  
The CRYPTYK CLOUD ecosystem consists of 3 integrated product platforms in VAULT, SENTRY and CTK; 
 

1. VAULT is a decentralized cloud storage and file sharing platform for both enterprises and 
individual consumers. When uploading files to VAULT, they first get encrypted and then divided 
into 5 smaller pieces using intelligent randomization. These pieces are distributed separately 
amongst 5 major independent cloud providers (eg: Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Box). This 
design is passively immune to all large-scale external hacks, DDoS attacks and operational 
failures. Moreover, viruses and malware cannot assemble themselves, execute or propagate. 
Most importantly, due to the use of five Tier 1 cloud storage providers as independent storage 
nodes, VAULT has a tested access latency of less than 200ms to enable real time applications 
such as live editing and chat. 

 
2. SENTRY is a decentralized cloud security tracking, logging, and auditing platform using 

immutable blockchain protocols to record and manage all user and file activity. This acts as an 
extra layer of decentralized security surrounding Vault by controlling user access, tracking file 
sharing and auditing network communications. Sentry protects against both internal threats and 
surveillance threats. When Sentry is combined with the passively secure Vault storage platform, 
the integrated hybrid blockchain solution offers broad security protection against all five major 
threats to the cloud. Separate blockchain protocol networks with different permission and 
privacy structures are required for enterprise and consumer applications. 

 
3. CRYPTYK TOKENS (CTK) are a decentralized digital token or online currency that can integrate 

with multiple blockchain protocols. It can enable processing security auditing calculations for 
the SENTRY platform using either public or private permissioned blockchains. CTK also acts as 
an independent, secure, transparent, auditable, digital economy and payments platform that 
creates economic incentives for all ethical users while removing many potential benefits for 
hackers. CTK forms an underlying payments structure that incentivizes adoption by customers 
and 3rd party app developers. Moreover, file sharing and communications between users 
enables viral adoption by enterprise customers, individual users, developers and investors. 
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2. Cyber-Security Market Overview 
 

2.1 Enterprise Security and Storage Markets 
The enterprise cloud security and storage markets 

are inextricably linked. While cloud storage offers massive 
advantages for all business including employee mobility and 
broad data accessibility for no capital costs, it also exposes 
the business enterprise to inevitable cyber-security breaches 
or hacks. Cyber-security costs for most individual 
consumers might be relatively small compared to their cloud 
storage costs. However, cyber-security costs far outweigh 
cloud storage costs for most small-medium businesses and 
all large enterprises. The cloud storage market is currently 
forecast to be worth over $50 billion in 2019*. In contrast, the 
cyber-security market that is supposed to protect that stored 
data is now worth over $175 billion per annum*. In total the 
cloud security and storage markets are currently worth over 
$220 billion per annum and growing at over 20% CAGR.  

 
2.2 Industry Pain – Cost and Effectiveness   

Spending $3.50 on cyber-security for every $1 spent 
on cloud storage might seem a cost-inefficient pursuit. 
However, the true reality is much worse. For every $1 spent 
on cloud security over $3.50 is still lost to cyber-crime. 
Conventional cyber-security strategies necessitate a 
complex, multi-vendor approach that is not only expensive 
but largely ineffective against a myriad of potential security 
threats. By any measure, the cyber-security industry is losing 
the war against the hackers. With over 2.5 billion personal 
records stolen, global annual losses to cyber-crime are 
estimated to exceed $1 trillion in 2019* growing at 30% 
CAGR. A dramatic shift in security strategy is now required 
to counter this trillion-dollar threat to all our personal online 
data. The key to Cryptyk’s new strategy is to realize that 
cloud security and storage are naturally intertwined with 
each other. Hence security and storage should be the same 
basic product. Both enterprise customers and individuals 
want a single vendor solution for cloud storage and security. 
Low cost decentralized storage is key to realizing this goal. 
 

2.3 Decentralized Storage with Inbuilt Security   

The fundamental weakness of conventional cloud storage lies in its highly centralized nature. While 
offering fast, reliable data storage at low commodity pricing, centralized storage networks also offer hackers 
access to huge amounts of confidential data as soon as one or two layers of security have been breached. 
However, decentralized technologies such as blockchain and multi-cloud storage are now emerging that can 
dramatically reduce or even eliminate the attack surface of online data. Instead of trying to prevent inevitable 
security breaches, decentralized storage can ensure that only a useless portion of any file can be stolen. 
The tables can now be turned, and hacking will become a highly cost-inefficient and time intensive pursuit.  
  
  

     * Industry References: Gartner, Forbes, Markets & Markets, Breachlevelindex.com 
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3. CRYPTYK CLOUD: Decentralized Cloud Security and Storage Ecosystem 

Cryptyk Inc. is building the CRYPTYK CLOUD SaaS product suite 
as a complete cloud security and storage solution for enterprise and 
consumers. CRYPTYK utilizes a “hybrid decentralized” design 
comprised of three complementary decentralized platforms: 

1. VAULT is a decentralized multi-cloud storage platform   
for encrypted file management / sharing (not blockchain).   
 

2. SENTRY is a decentralized blockchain-based platform for  
tracking / auditing all user access and file-sharing events.  

 
3. CTK is a decentralized blockchain-based token economy for powering adoption of CRYPTYK CLOUD. 

The CRYPTYK CLOUD security and storage platform is a single vendor solution for all businesses, 
enterprises, and even individual consumers. The platform architecture offers dramatic reductions in attack 
surface while halving operating costs. CRYPTYK CLOUD offers broad cyber-security protection against all 
five major threats to the cloud (ie: external, internal, viral, operational and surveillance threats), and includes 
cloud storage in the same product bundle. The CTK Token will grow a strong customer and developer 
community, while also providing incentives for users to stockpile CTK to save further on operational costs. 

 

3.1 VAULT – Decentralized Multi-Cloud Storage  
 VAULT represents a paradigm shift for online security and cloud storage. Instead of trying to prevent 
large scale online security breaches from occurring, it assumes unwanted breaches will remain frequent and 
inevitable. This safe-to-hack multi-cloud storage platform passively ensures that any stolen data is rendered 
useless to external hackers, while also being immune to the operation of viruses, malware and DDoS threats.  

Each individual file is first encrypted and then sliced into 5 
different portions or shards. Each of these file portions is then 
encrypted again and stored separately on 5 third-party cloud storage 
providers (such as Amazon, Google Drive and Box). The encryption 
algorithm also determines a storage format that ensures storage 
node redundancy and 24/7/365 operational reliability. Each file is 
stored in a granular, distributed format across 5 independent cloud 
storage providers, using 6 encryption keys per file. Importantly, all 
encryption keys are only stored on the user’s personal devices and 
offline back-up system. No encryption keys are stored in the cloud. 

  This encrypted, file-decentralized cloud storage design is 
passively immune to large-scale external attacks on cloud storage 
providers, even if data can be successfully copied and decrypted. File 
decentralization also prevents viruses and malware from being able 
to execute, even if successfully uploaded. Inbuilt storage node 
redundancy also means the platform is immune to operational failures 
and DDoS attacks against cloud providers. Consequently, VAULT 
represents a storage format that is passively immune to three of the 
five main cyber-security threats (namely external, viral and 
operational). The only remaining threats to counter are from disloyal 
internal sources and surveillance on individual users, which are 
addressed by the SENTRY blockchain platform. 
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3.2 (a) SENTRY – Decentralized Blockchain Auditing
 SENTRY represents a uniquely powerful method of 
providing cyber-security protection against both internal threats, and 
surveillance or intercept threats. It leverages the immutable nature 
of the blockchain network to provide a permanent auditable record 
of all user access, file sharing and communication events. It also 
creates an ever-evolving cyber-security ecosystem that provides 
incentives for customer adoption, open-source development, and 
economic participation or crypto-investment.  

The SENTRY private permission blockchain engine offers 
much more than simply monitoring user access and tracking all file-
sharing activities. It offers encrypted communications for email and 
chat. It offers offline key back-up, digital leak protection, threat 
analysis, data geo-fencing and user quarantining for network 
administrators. It offers enterprise-level, group-level, user-level and 
file-level security permission management. Most important of all, it 
offers an open-source security and storage platform that can be 
integrated into third party software products for industry-wide 
security solutions. The independent crypto-economy that is 
powered by the used of the SENTRY public blockchain network is 
designed to incentivize third party developers and software providers to build APIs and plug-in integrations, 
thereby organically expanding the range of product applications and features. The design also incentivizes 
customers to trial the platform and stockpile crypto-currency to achieve significant cost savings from 
revenue-driven currency growth over the long term. 

 SENTRY, when combined with the VAULT storage platform, forms the complete security and 
storage solution offering highly effective, cost-efficient protection against all 5 security threats to online 
data. Cryptyk’s hybrid blockchain platform is a complete security and storage product, an incentivized cyber-
security community and a crypto-currency economy with viral network adoption, all in one product. 

(b) Hyperledger Blockchain Protocol (July 2019 Update)   

  Cryptyk has developed a unique B  B  C business model where we sell to enterprise / business 
customers and their individual customers organically migrate to become Cryptyk customers over time. 
Importantly there are no customer acquisition costs for us in the consumer market. Hence the need for a 
one-size-fits all solution that can be configured for both enterprises and individual consumers. While Sentry 
can be configured to operate on many different blockchain protocols (eg: Ethereum, Bitcoin) we use 2 
different versions of the Hyperledger platform due to customizability. Hyperledger is a private permissioned 
blockchain protocol is well supported by Cryptyk partner IBM and so a natural choice. One version of 
Hyperledger (Private) is configured for enterprise customers with blockchain nodes hosted on the 
enterprise’s own servers. Another version of Hyperledger (Public) is designed for individual public users with 
nodes hosted by Cryptyk and our enterprise customers (who get access to the Hyperledger Public network).  

This dual private / public blockchain design allows for maximum security features for enterprise 
customers, and also offers an advanced free product for our customers customer (ie: the individual 
consumer). For every 10 nodes that an enterprise hosts for their own internal network they will also host 1 
node free for the Sentry Public network. Consequently, all consensus processing costs for running the public 
blockchain are paid by enterprises and Cryptyk. By configuring Hyperledger for a public user base, there are 
no mining fees for blockchain processing services required for tracking file sharing and using other SENTRY 
security features. Mining fees only apply for payments for SaaS products made in CTK Tokens using the 
Ethereum network. Payments in USD will attract bank / credit card processing fees (more than CTK fees). 
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(c) Blockchain Design and B  B  C Business Model  

  Our improved dual blockchain design comprises the integration of two different Hyperledger Private 
and Public platforms as shown below. Note each “O” in a square blockchain box represents a security 
processing node on the specific blockchain as indicated. Each Private enterprise blockchain, and the Public 
consumer blockchain, typically requires 10-20 nodes to operate the consensus-based verification and 
security algorithms. Enterprise users will have either paid administration or paid employee accounts on the 
enterprise version of the product platform (called SENTRY X) with the appropriate permission and security 
structures. Most enterprise accounts will have 500GB – 1TB of VAULT storage. Administration accounts 
will also allow tracking / quarantining of file sharing activities and monitoring of employee communications. 
This is critical in managing internal and surveillance threats within an enterprise. Because enterprises also 
have access to the public platform, this file and user transparency also offers administrators total control 
of enterprise data with external 3rd party users that an enterprise employee has shared a file with (ie: sharing 
outside the internal enterprise network). SENTRY X also includes advanced security features such as data 
leakage prevention, forensic analysis and storage geo-fencing. Consumers have access to either a free or 
paid version of the product platform (called SENTRY Lite or Pro) that uses the Public blockchain for security 
verification and auditing. This public consumer version will enable data storage, file tracking, user 
quarantining, privacy setting and security management capabilities to varying degrees of sophistication and 
storage size appropriate for individual user requirements. Profit sharing of paid Pro consumer revenues with 
enterprise customers will enable our customers to offer a white label product to their retail consumers. 
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  Cryptyk’s unique B  B  C business model leverages the viral adoption nature of file sharing from 
our enterprise customers to their individual retail customers. It automatically penetrates the consumer 
market with no customer adoption costs. There will be a basic free version of SENTRY with 1-2GB of VAULT 
storage for consumers that can be upgraded to a professional version with more storage (eg: 100-500GB) 
and advanced cyber-security features (eg: file quarantining). This “freemium” model will migrate free users 
to paying customers over time. We estimate that 2-3% of consumer users will upgrade from the free version 
(1-2GB) to the paid Pro version (100-500GB). For example, if Cryptyk sells to a bank with 25M customers, 
we can then organically acquire 2% of their retail customers via the viral nature of file sharing using a profit-
sharing arrangement. That’s 500,000 new paying customers for no customer acquisition costs for Cryptyk. 
Furthermore, we can establish profit-sharing arrangements with our enterprise customers. This effectively 
offers a new free revenue source for our enterprise customers and also Cryptyk. Not only does Cryptyk offer 
enterprises unrivalled cloud security and storage features, it also offers them a new “white labelled” ultra-
secure storage product for their customers for a new revenue source. Every single enterprise customer can 
now displace Google, Amazon or Box as a much more secure cloud storage option with vastly better security 
features. It is an ideal product for banks and financial services companies to offer their retail customers. 

 

3.3 CTK Tokens – a Decentralized Blockchain Economy  
  The Cryptyk Token (or CTK Token) is the new digital cryptocurrency for cyber-security and cloud 
storage applications. It silently enables enterprises, businesses and individuals to purchase cloud security 
and storage services in fiat currency and up to 20% of these payments are invisibly converted into the CTK 
digital token. Hence customer purchases in USD effectively drive the CRYPTYK product operation and fuel 
the CTK crypto economy. The blockchain design also enables securely storing confidential files, controlling 
user access, tracking file sharing, encrypting all stored data and auditing all operations. These security 
auditing services or transactions can be authenticated by a consensus of verification nodes on almost any 
blockchain platform. Both the CTK Token and SENTRY platform are designed to avoid future obsolescence. 
 

The SENTRY security auditing platform is blockchain “agnostic” and can be deployed on top of any 
existing protocol including Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, Bitcoin, Stellar or Tron. Furthermore, the token 
smart contract can be transferred from one protocol or coin design to another making it “future-proof” 
against anticipated improvements in future blockchain protocols. Initially the CTK token has been built on 
the industry standard Ethereum ERC20 protocol. However, it may be transferred to a new protocol in the 
future if processing speed and scalability become issues on the Ethereum network. Due to inherent product 
utility and unique token economic design long-term growth in CTK trading price and volume will be primarily 
driven by customer adoption of the CRYPTYK cloud security and storage product suite (once released in Q2 
2020). However, until the final product release, investor manipulation and crypto-currency market sentiment 
will dominate CTK price and volume. Until then price will be highly volatile and not any indication of product 
adoption. However, the aim of launching CTK before the final product release is to build significant liquidity 
and trading volume so that customer demand for CTK tokens is readily transferred into CTK price increases.  
 

VAULT and SENTRY products leverage the security and independence of the CTK crypto economy 
to form the first complete, cost-effective cyber-security and cloud storage solution that can be used by 
individuals, businesses and enterprises alike. It has the potential to revolutionize the global cyber-security 
industry by eliminating the profit from hacking and removing risk from the cloud. The CTK economy is 
structured with multiple incentives for all ethical participants including customers, developers, employees 
and investor markets. The recently completed token sale and subsequent listing of CTK on global crypto-
currency exchanges in Q2 2019 is just the first phase of a 2-phase product deployment strategy. A tradable 
liquid CTK currency with significant volume and an established history on crypto exchanges is highly 
desirable before the release of VAULT and SENTRY. After product release customer demand of our 
CRYPTYK product suite will dominate CTK price and volume. And only then will CTK be a true utility token.  
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Consequently, the CTK Economy is just as much of a “product” as the VAULT and SENTRY products.  
In fact, CTK product utility means all token sale purchases are considered product revenues instead of equity 
investments from an accounting perspective. Token sale investors and CTK traders are investing in the 
CRYTPYK product economy as opposed to investing in a security (such as shares in Cryptyk Inc). Investment 
in a product economy has much greater potential for viral pricing growth via user adoption compared to an 
investment in a security asset (where market sentiment and investor speculation solely determine price).  

  After the recent launch of the CTK economy on secondary markets (ie: cryptocurrency exchanges) 
in Q2 2019 the CTK price is expected to have large price volatility solely dominated by market sentiment and 
investor speculation (ie: just like a security token or public company share). Immediately after listing we 
expected the CTK price to drop by 60 – 80% due to marketing partners cashing out payments and “pump 
and dump” market manipulators dumping the token at any price (this is common with all new token sale 
project listings). However, the price range for CTK during the first few months will be highly volatile until the 
CTK price can stabilize somewhat and find a natural trading regime. We have forecast that CTK price may 
vary between US$ 0.001 and US$0.01 during this period (0.01 and 1 cent). Regardless of price, during the 12 
months between CTK listings and the release of VAULT and SENTRY product suite, our primary aim will be 
to gradually build up our trading volume and liquidity so that the token is readily tradable on numerous crypto 
exchanges. The trading price of the CTK token during this time will not be a major focus for Cryptyk’s token 
management strategy. It will be CTK trading volume and price liquidity that will be our major economic focus, 
as these factors are essential to establish before the launch of the CRYPTYK CLOUD product suite.  

Cryptyk will commence product trials with strategic customer partners in Q2 / Q3 2020. Once the 
final product suite is released for public sale in Q3 2020 the CTK price will grow rapidly and short-term 
volatility will subside. From detailed token economic modelling we estimate that customer adoption will 
drive CTK price upwards by a factor of 3-10 every 9-12 months (based on CTK demand from forecast product 
revenues as detailed in Section 6: Annual Report). However, positive market sentiment could increase this 
growth potential significantly. Exponential CTK price growth will primarily be a direct result of product utility 
and our unique token economic design including CTK buy-back structure. Forecast CTK pricing regimes are 
shown below on a logarithmic scale between 0.01 cents and $100. Note that these forecast price regimes 
are based on internal modelling and dependent on the company achieving product revenue targets. They do 
not represent any guarantee of CTK price increases nor any warrantee against any potential losses for 
investors purchasing CTK. Cryptyk accepts no liability for purchases or investments in CTK tokens that are 
based on the forecasts published in this document. Forecasts are intended only as a guide to internal 
company targets and are primarily dependent on sales revenues and to a lesser extent market sentiment.  
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3.4 Advantages of CRYPTYK CLOUD Technology  
Our hybrid blockchain technology has four inherent advantages as a total enterprise solution over existing 
centralized and decentralized storage and security technologies (currently provided by 3-4 vendors). 

(1) THE 1ST COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR ENTEPRISE 
The CRYPTYK CLOUD platform is the 1st complete enterprise-class security 
solution that includes cloud storage with broad protection against all external, 
internal, viral, surveillance and operational threats (currently requiring at least 
3-4 different vendors). Instead of a complex, piecemeal, multi-vendor strategy, 
enterprises can now choose a simple, complete solution from a single vendor.  
 

 
(2) MINISCULE ATTACK SURFACE IS HIGHLY EFFECTIVE 
Decentralized platforms based on blockchain-only file storage (eg: 
Sia, Storj, Filecoin) typically expose only 1-5% of the potential attack 
surface to hackers compared to centralized storage systems. 
However, hybrid blockchain has two rings of decentralization, 
translating to a miniscule attack surface < 1% of blockchain-only 
networks, and < 0.01% of conventional centralized networks. 

 

 

(3) COST-EFFICIENT AND EVEN PROFITABLE  
This single vendor, all-in-one, security and storage solution has dramatic cost benefits 
over existing, patchwork, multi-vendor options. The CRYPTYK solution is typically 50% 
of the total cost of equivalent multi-product solutions from 3-4 cloud vendors. 
Furthermore, by stockpiling crypto-currency assets for future product purchases, 
enterprise customers can directly drive up the currency value of the Cryptyk digital 
economy via their own use, thereby increasing their operational cost savings over time. 
Most importantly, our enterprise customers can generate new revenue streams from 
their existing retail customers from profit sharing our white label product format. 
 

(4) LOW ACCESS LATENCY 
The biggest drawback of existing decentralized blockchain-only file storage 
platforms (such as Sia, Filecoin and Storj) is their large access latency. Nobody 
wants to wait 10-60 seconds to start uploading a single, small file. Consequently, 
blockchain file storage systems are not suitable for live editing or real-time enterprise 
applications. Their only real use case is for secondary backup storage of large-scale 
batch file content. In contrast, CRYPTYK hybrid technology exhibits access latency < 
200 milliseconds comparable to conventional cloud storage latency, enabling real-
time applications like collaborative live document editing and network chat.  

 

3.5  Advantages of the CTK Token Economy  
  The operational processing costs of the CRYPTYK CLOUD security engine is driven by the payment 
of Cryptyk Tokens (CTK) and also by conversion of fiat payments (USD). The private permission / public 
blockchain design is a highly effective, cost-efficient method for providing protection against internal and 
surveillance security threats. Moreover, the decentralized blockchain platform is perfectly synergistic with 
the decentralized multi-cloud storage platform. Two separate rings of decentralization for file storage and 
user access security auditing dramatically reduces the potential attack surface of the platform as a whole. 
Ultimately, the immutability of the blockchain ledger means that user verification, file tracking and security 
auditing functions are the primary use cases for CTK. In addition to fundamental token utility, the CTK 
economy that the blockchain engine drives has four other ancillary functions and participant benefits;  
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(1) VIRAL NETWORK EFFECTS  
Cryptyk’s primary focus on financial, legal, banking, accounting and insurance 
markets means that there is significant overlap between our enterprise customer 
base and token sale investor base. A targeted CTK token sale event combined with 
viral file sharing between users enables three powerful network growth effects to 
occur over time. These network effects are (a) investor adoption via conversion of 
customers, (b) customer adoption via conversion of investors, and (c) customer 
adoption via conversion of our customer’s customer (ie: individual consumers).  
  

(2) COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT        
The Cryptyk Token Sale was structured to provide incentives for enterprise customer 
adoption and third-party developer participation. One third of all CTK tokens created 
are to be managed by the non-profit Cryptyk Foundation entity. Of the 250M tokens 
issued to the Foundation 50M were used for marketing the Token Sale and listing 
on global crypto-currency exchanges.  The Foundation will issue CTK to customers 
for our initial product trial participation, and to open source developers for building 
plug-ins for integration with third party enterprise software. This will ensure a 
healthy, thriving, evolving community for all CTK participants. 

(3) FUNDING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT  
One third of all CTK created via the token sale event were issued to investors (via 3 
private pre-sale rounds and a global public sale round). The funds raised in USD, Bitcoin 
and Ethereum are being used for product development and marketing. To launch a 
minimum viable product at least US$2 million of capital was required (ie: minimum 
raise amount). At the end of the CTK token sale we had received funds and tangible 
assets totaling US$2.8M (ie: product sales paid in USD, BTC and ETH). We also 
acquired $12.7M of intangible assets (ie: yet to be listed tokens via token swaps). An 
additional US$2M of funds will also be raised in the near future via an equity investment round to ensure 
sufficient runway for the completion of all product development and market launch activities until Q3 2020. 

 

(4) LONG TERM VALUE         
The fundamental utility of the CTK token is the primary driver of its long-term growth. 
The more security and storage services sold by Cryptyk Inc. to enterprise customers the 
greater the demand for CTKs compared to supply. Utility tokens driven by revenues offer 
stronger, more immediate growth potential than securities which typically reflect market 
sentiment of company earnings. Consequently, CTK value will grow directly with revenue 
growth over the long term, irrespective of speculative market sentiment.  

 
3.6 Economic Benefits of Token Utility  
  A security-based crypto-currency or digital token without real product functionality is typically 
structured as an equity-based asset class (similar to company shares). The value of a security token (sold 
via an STO) on public token exchanges is ideally supposed to reflect the value of company performance as 
determined from company profitability or earnings. Earnings are equal to product revenues less product 
costs and operating costs. However, there is no direct relationship between earnings and token value, so 
company announcements are required to affect market sentiment. Furthermore, positive earnings typically 
follow the start of product revenues by 12 -18 months and usually do not grow as quickly as revenues. 
Ultimately, securities are totally dependent on how accurately market sentiment reflects company earnings, 
and they are susceptible to market manipulation and sentiment. Hence, many security-based crypto-
currencies exhibit highly volatile price fluctuations that cannot be managed by the company or regulators.  
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In contrast, the high product functionality of a utility token is 
the key factor that drives its long-term growth in value. Purchasing 
utility tokens is equivalent to investing in a product or commodity 
rather than investing in company equity. Consequently, the success 
of a utility token is primarily dependent on the success of product 
revenues rather than company profitability or market sentiment. The 
value of utility tokens can scale exponentially with customer demand 
and transaction volume. This direct relationship is an inherent 
behavior of all utility tokens, product commodities and many 
payment cryptocurrencies. In the case of the CRYPTYK platform, 
customer purchases of security and storage products directly drive 
CTK demand versus available supply on global crypto-currency 
exchanges. The more product sold in either USD or CTK currency, 
the more the CTK price will increase because customer demand of 
CTK will outweigh investor supply on crypto exchanges. 

 
3.7  CTK Token Distribution and Circulation  
  The CTK Token Economy was created in Q1 2018 with a total supply of 750 Million CTK tokens fixed 
forever. Of these 300 Million CTK (40%) make up the initial circulating supply sold to token sale investors, 
crypto-currency exchanges, ICO marketing partners and for token swap asset acquisitions. Deployment of 
the CTK economy as a tradeable asset on crypto-currency exchanges occurred in Q2 2019 and first listed 
on the Cointiger exchange (see www.cointiger.com). No market making services or bots were used in the 
deployment to let the market determine the true CTK value for at least 9 months before final product release.  

Circulating tokens can currently be purchased, sold or traded on any crypto-currency exchange that 
CTK is currently listed on (see www.cryptyk.com for updated list of exchanges). CTK can also be stored on 
any ERC20 token wallet for long term storage. The remaining 450 Million CTK (60%) are owned by Cryptyk 
Inc (250M or 33.3%) and the Cryptyk Foundation (200M or 26.7%). These vested CTK tokens will be released 
in stages after the successful deployment and release of the complete CRYPTYK product suite to enterprise 
customers to incentivize the team and strategic partners (ie: gradually released from Q1 2020). 

Evolution of the CTK circulating economy:- Out of the current 300M CTK in circulation at the time of 
publishing (Q2 2019), there are over 280 different CTK token holders listed on etherscan.io. These include 
several crypto-currency exchanges that have at least 2000 customers in total trading regularly in CTK. This 
token distribution translates to a current user base exceeding 2280 investors at least 6 months before the 
final product release. The current market cap for our product economy is ranging between $2M and $3M 
depending on daily token price. The current daily transaction volume for CTK ranges between 3M and 10M 
tokens, and the current CTK price regime is between 0.2 cents and 0.4 cents. By all measures CTK already 
has significant liquidity and trading volume suitable for high growth after the CRYPTYK product release. 

When the final product is released in Q2 2020 we estimate that at least 20,000 traders and token 
holders will be exchanging the highly liquid CTK currency at a price between 1 cent and 10 cent per token 
(ie: 10x - 20x current price). After the product release we expect CTK price growth to exhibit similar 
exponential growth for the first 2-3 years of enterprise customer adoption. As with all potentially volatile 
cryptocurrencies, price variations and forecasts should be mapped on a logarithmic scale rather than a linear 
scale. Ultimately CTK’s high growth rate will diminish as the CTK market cap approaches $1 billion. Please 
see Section 6 (ie: Annual Report) for more information on internal financial forecasts for CRYPTYK product 
revenues and associated CTK price growth. These financial forecasts should not be treated as anything but 
an intended business forecast, and are no guarantee or promise that these prices will ultimately eventuate. 

 

Revenues start 

Earnings start 

Typical Product Revenues 

and Company Earnings  
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  The current distribution of CTK tokens among all 281 token holders is shown in the diagram below 
(as of June 1st 2019). Between the time of listing on secondary markets in Q2 2019 and when the CRYPTYK 
product is released in Q2 2020 the circulating economy will be fixed at 300 Million CTK or 40% of the total 
CTK supply. This circulating supply will start to increase in Q1 2020 (see Section 3.9 below). Note that crypto-
exchanges such as Cointiger are represented as a single token holder despite the fact they have thousands 
of customers trading CTK tokens. All CTK token holder address lists, transaction records, economy metrics 
and the ERC-20 smart contract address are publicly available at the following etherscan link:  
  
 https://etherscan.io/token/0x42a501903afaa1086b5975773375c80e363f4063#balances 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.8 Cryptyk Foundation and Global Community  
 The global Cryptyk community is a critical component of the entire CTK ecosystem and economy. 
For any permissioned blockchain technology to grow into a widely used open-source platform, it must 
correctly incentivize both customers and developers to accept, use and trade its crypto-currency. For this 
reason, 200 Million CTK of all 750 Million CTK tokens created (or 26.7%) are to be managed by the non-profit 
Cryptyk Foundation for the incentivization of customers and developers to participate in the CTK economy. 
The primary function of the Cryptyk Foundation is to grow the Cryptyk community globally and hold regular 
membership events to promote the CRYPTYK open source platform to both customers and developers.   

Starting in Q1 2020 customer members of the Cryptyk Foundation will be offered free CTKs to trial 
the CRYPTYK platform. They will also be offered additional discount incentives to stockpile CTKs for future 
purchase of security and storage services. Developer members of the Cryptyk Foundation will be offered 
attractive software development contracts (in CTK) to develop APIs and plug-ins for integration with third-
party enterprise software platforms (using the Cryptyk Software Developers Kit or SDK). The Foundation will 
also use CTKs to seed new research and development projects that are synergistic with the CRYPTYK 
platform. Ultimately, the Foundation is responsible for managing the rate of release of new CTK’s into the 
economy via customer and developer incentives. Consequently, the Foundation can act to manage the 
liquidity of the CTK economy in order to minimize short-term volatility from opportunistic or speculative 
investors. Furthermore, the more revenues generated by Cryptyk Inc. the more tokens go to the Foundation.
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  Critical to Cryptyk’s SaaS business model is that all prices are fixed in fiat currency (eg: USD, Euros) 
but are variable in CTKs depending on tradable value on day of product purchase. Payments for costs of 
goods and services (COGS) are first made to our cloud vendors (ie: major third-party cloud storage providers) 
in USD fiat currency, while profits can be retained in either USD or CTK digital currency. Customers can 
purchase products in USD, 10-20%of which then gets converted into CTKs at the current exchange rate which 
automatically places demand on the CTK market. Alternatively, customers can stockpile CTKs and advance 
purchase several years of security and storage services. Given forecast modelling of CTK value growth with 
product revenues, this strategy for customers might pay for 5 years of cloud security and storage services 
for only 1 year of advance purchase of CTKs. For very large enterprise customers, this strategy is almost a 
self-fulfilling prophecy. It is the customer’s own large advance purchase and use of the product that places 
significant demand on the CTK market, driving up CTK price which translates into major purchase savings. 

  Market sentiment may affect short-term CTK pricing before final product release, with market 
volatility and price growth dependent on overall market liquidity. Market liquidity is effectively the number of 
tokens that can be bought or sold before price increases or decreases naturally occur on crypto-currency 
market exchanges. The more market liquidity, the less market volatility and susceptibility to investor 
sentiment or manipulation. The Cryptyk Foundation may improve market liquidity via the release of tokens 
to customer and developer members. Regardless of market liquidity, once the product suite is released, CTK 
value will increase over time due to network participation by customers, irrespective of market sentiment.  

The CTK economy has been structured such that product utility and customer participation will be 
more significant to CTK value than speculative market effects. Hence purchasing CTK utility tokens offers 
potentially exponential price growth and more immediate returns on investment. This applies to both 
customers of the CRYPTYK platform and participants in the CTK Token Sale Event. Because our customer 
focus is on financial, banking, legal and investment industries there is large overlap between potential 
customers and investors. This will result in a viral network effect that converts one into another. The best 
way to create a truly committed community is to have your customers want to be your investors.  

At the time of publication, the physical location and regulatory jurisdiction for Cryptyk Foundation 
Tokens has yet to be decided. Cryptyk Foundation Tokens have been reserved in cold storage and will be 
assigned to a yet-to-be created non-profit entity before Q2 2020 (when they will be required to be issued to 
strategic customers for the initial product trials). At this stage, the leading contenders for the location of the 
Cryptyk Foundation non-profit entity are Australia, Switzerland, Singapore and Estonia (see Section 3.10).  
 

3.9 CTK Token Economic Design  

  The CTK Token Economy is structured within a framework that offers the potential for the economy 
and technology to evolve and change over time. Because our SENTRY blockchain platform uses other 
blockchain protocols to power its security verification and encryption processes the platform is effectively 
blockchain agnostic. The CTK smart contract and exchange engine can sit on top of both public protocols 
such as Ethereum and private permissioned protocols such as Hyperledger Fabric. One of the key reasons 
for creating the CTK token is so that the CRYPTYK platform can be integrated with a public blockchain that 
uses currency mining to pay for encryption and algorithm processing (unlike a typical private permissioned 
protocol). If a future public blockchain protocol is developed that is superior to current design, as detailed 
in Section 3.2(b), Cryptyk will be able to migrate to next generation blockchain protocols if advantageous. 
This ensures that the Cryptyk platform can evolve with technology advances and effectively be future proof.  

The initial structure for the CTK economy comprises a total supply of 750,000,000 CTK tokens (fixed 
forever) which are assigned into 3 different token pools with different purposes and vesting conditions. 

(1) 300,000,000 CTK for Token Sale Investors & Marketing Partners (Initial Circulation starting Q2 2019) 
(2) 200,000,000 CTK for Cryptyk Foundation (Community Incentives starting Q2 2020 product trials) 
(3) 250,000,000 CTK for Cryptyk Shareholders (25% Annual Vesting starting Q3 2020 product release) 
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Initially, only 300 million CTK owned by Token Sale Investors and Strategic Marketing Partners were 

available to be purchased and sold on cryptocurrency exchanges or via over-the counter trades (ie: OTC 
trades). Product trials are scheduled for Q1 2020 when community incentive payments to enterprise 
customers for free product trials will continue until such incentives are not required for sustained growth in 
customer adoption rates. The final product release is scheduled for Q2 2020. As soon as customers start 
purchasing monthly SaaS products 10%-20% of all revenues will go to CTK buy-backs for the community.  

 

  Consequently, over time there will be a staggered release of CTK tokens into circulation phased with 
the product trial phase, initial customer adoption and then product sales growth. Initially 50 Million CTK will 
be issued to strategic customers and app developers in Q1 2020 for the initial product trials. Once the 
SENTRY and VAULT product suite has been successfully launched to the market (in Q2 2020) 25% of the 
250 Million tokens owned by Cryptyk Shareholders will start to enter the circulating supply. The remaining 
75% of Cryptyk Shareholder tokens will enter the circulating market at a rate of 25% (or 62.5 million) annually 
contingent on meeting company milestones. Furthermore, additional CTK from the Cryptyk Foundation will 
also slowly enter the market after product release. This will occur via issuance to new strategic customers 
and 3rd party app developers on a case by case basis. The current CTK circulation on the secondary markets 
is 300 Million CTK tokens. Hence, after the successful trial and product release in Q1/Q2 2020 the circulating 
CTK economy will grow every year for the next 4 years up to the 750 Million maximum level. Hence, as 
opposed to Bitcoin that uses an algorithm to manage the release of new currency into the economy, the CTK 
economy will be manually managed by the Company and Foundation for adjustable token price stability. 
Manual management of token release has the advantages of being able to adjust the circulating supply to 
best react to (a) product revenue growth rates (b) market liquidity issues and (c) external market forces. 

  When customers purchase Cryptyk SaaS products at fixed fiat prices (eg: USD or Euros), between 
10% and 20% of these fiat revenues will purchase CTK tokens from the secondary markets (ie: global crypto 
exchanges). Company profits are retained after vendor costs, operational expenses and CTK purchases 
have been completed. Both Cryptyk Inc. and the non-profit Cryptyk Foundation (which manages the release 
of CTK into customer and developer communities) receive the CTK generated by customer adoption to be 
stored in separate pools. This ensures that both the Company and Foundation can manage the growing 
token economy by having manual control of both influx and outflux of CTK into the secondary markets. The 
exchange of fiat currency into CTK is adjustable with CTK profit sharing between Cryptyk and the Foundation 
managed automatically by the CTK Token Exchange Engine (as shown below).   
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  The CTK Token Exchange engine interacts directly with the CTK Exchange Pool that purchases CTK 
tokens for customer participation on a monthly or quarterly basis. If revenues increase the purchasing delay 
between pools facilitates greater demand than supply. Importantly, if the CTK price is undervalued the 
Company or Foundation may purchase and stockpile CTK tokens from secondary crypto exchange markets 
in a process that is analogous to share buy-back schemes for publicly listed companies. Management of 
exchange engine parameters and stockpiling levels by the Company and Foundation is used to responsibly 
manage the effect of customer adoption on CTK markets. Ultimately the Foundation could control all 
product development and economic management, with the company eventually becoming redundant to the 
evolution of the open-source ecosystem (ie: the token economy could become 100% community managed). 

 

3.10 Regulatory Assessment of CTK Tokens  
  A complete and detailed legal evaluation of the utility of the CRYPTYK platform and CTK Token 
economy has been performed by qualified legal advisors. This included a full regulatory assessment of CTK 
tokens being classified as either a utility token or security for various international regions. This regulatory 
assessment resulted in the layered design of the CTK Smart Contract and division of the Token Sale into 4 
separate, staggered sale rounds (Family / Friends sale, US pre-sale, Non-US pre-sale and Public sale rounds).  

While external legal assessments of CTK generally classify CTK as a utility token, widely varying 
regulatory frameworks in various countries means that in some jurisdictions we may be classified as a 
security instead of a utility. This means that CTK can only be traded on crypto exchanges that are located in 
legal jurisdictions that classify CTK as a utility token. This regulatory assessment is only relevant for CTK 
Token Sale investors and traders on the secondary markets. From the customers point of view the regulatory 
assessment of CTK tokens is not a material issue. They purchase product in fiat currency of which some is 
exchanged into CTK to drive the platform and token economy – but this occurs without their involvement or 
knowledge. We will now discuss the CTK regulatory assessment for the most relevant regional jurisdictions. 

USA – UTILITY that legally meets the SEC requirements for a SECURITY  
  A common guideline for assessment of a security in the US is that it must pass all 4 measures or 
prongs of the Howey test. This relatively obsolete test is based on a court case from 1948 when computers, 
the internet and cryptocurrencies did not exist. Nonetheless, the Howey test is the only legal classification 
of a security that is accepted by the US Security and Exchanges Commission (SEC) and US Federal courts. 
These four prongs relate to (1) the investment of money by participants, (2) in a common enterprise 
structure, (3) with the natural expectation of profits that are (4) solely derived by the efforts of others.  

`After detailed legal evaluation it appears the CTK token has a strong case for failing classification 
as a security because it would likely fail at least one of the four key prongs of the Howey test. If the Securities 
Exchange Commission follows the Howey test guidelines, then CTK appears likely to be classified as a utility 
in the US in a court case. This would mean that the Token Sale Event would not have to meet SEC investment 
regulations. However, the Howey test is based on a 1948 court ruling before most security-related products 
on the stock exchange or the internet were even invented. Hence it is a poor guideline. Unfortunately, the 
SEC has not issued firm and clear rulings on the classification of digital tokens as either securities or utilities.  

 Despite the strong case for CTK being classified as a utility in the US, there exists recent evidence 
that the SEC may ultimately not apply this test to its assessment of digital tokens. Importantly, the Howey 

test has not yet been directly applied by US courts to any digital currency or blockchain token. Furthermore, 
SEC announcements on its analysis of DAO tokens and MUN tokens have added more uncertainty about 
future SEC regulatory assessment. In both cases the SEC ruled that the issued tokens were securities, 
despite both companies claiming their tokens had significant product utility. Ultimately the SEC may rule 
that all digital tokens and cryptocurrencies will be treated as securities regardless of use case or functional 
reliance on blockchain technology. Hence, while Cryptyk Inc. has US-based headquarters, the USA is not a 
suitable location to list CTK on a crypto-currency exchange or to locate the Cryptyk Foundation.  
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  Although the CTK token has significantly more utility than most existing utility tokens the regulatory 
environment in the US is still very unclear. Hence Cryptyk decided to err on the side of caution in terms of 
US regulatory requirements. The CTK Token Sale event was structured as a security offering for US investors 
to ensure that we complied with all possible future SEC rulings. This unique structure was a world first for a 
utility token. Hence, for the purpose of US legal compliance, CTK tokens are treated as securities for US 
investors. Importantly, Cryptyk Inc. has qualified for an exemption to be registered as a security under rule 
506(c) of Regulation D of the Securities Act. This means that Cryptyk Inc. was not required to register as a 
security with the SEC. This exemption also means only accredited investors in the US participated in the 
private US pre-sale round and there was a 1-year vesting period to receive tokens. This required configuring 
the CTK smart contract to include a 1-year vesting period for the US-only phase of the pre-sale round. 
Furthermore, no US investors were allowed to participate in the global pre-sale round for accredited investors 
for the rest of the world (which did not have a 1-year vesting condition activated in the smart contract). 
Additionally, US investors weren’t allowed to participate in the public sale round for non-accredited investors.  

US Regulatory Filing and KYC / AML Requirements  
 Cryptyk Inc. is C Corp company incorporated in the US state of Nevada. Hence US regulations are 
of prime concern in terms of government regulatory compliance. As an exempt security in the US under Rule 
506(c) of Regulation D the company formally filed a Form D exemption application with the SEC in February 
2018. This exemption filing was officially accepted by the SEC as a valid exemption for a security in March 
2019. Cryptyk also filed a blue-sky registration notice of the exemption filing in the state of California. Hence, 
only pre-verified accredited investors from the US were allowed to participate in the US private pre-sale 
phase of the CTK token sale event. Furthermore, participation in this round required pre-verification of proof-
of-identity under Know-Your-Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML) guidelines. US residents 
also required their accredited investor status to be fully verified before participation in the US pre-sale round. 

Australia – UTILITY  
 The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) has multiple investment 
classifications to define its treatment of securities. Securities are defined by ASIC as either shares, 
derivatives, non-cash payment (NCP) facilities or managed investment schemes. The CTK token sale is not 
an offer of shares since the tokens do not represent ownership or equity in Cryptyk Inc., confer voting or 
governance rights, or have any other characteristic of shares. CTK tokens are also not derivatives since their 
value is dependent on the nature and number of transactions within the Cryptyk network, and they also do 
not directly depend on any underlying instrument or reference asset, including the price of Bitcoin or 
Ethereum tokens. CTK tokens are also not NCP facilities since no non-cash payments will be made to 
payees. Finally, the token sale cannot be defined as a managed investment scheme as investors are not 
brought together to contribute pooled monies so that they receive interest in a scheme managed solely by 
a responsible entity. Ultimately, because customer participation can directly affect CTK price, the CTK token 
is not classified as a security by ASIC. Consequently, Australian based crypto exchanges are suitable for 
listing the CTK token and Australia would also make a suitable location for the Cryptyk Foundation.  
   
Switzerland, EU, Singapore, Hong Kong, Macau, UAE - UTILITY  
 European regulators, most notably in Switzerland, have developed a supportive environment for 
utility based crypto-currencies, ICOs and token sale events. The CTK has a very strong case to be defined as 
either a utility token or commodity product in the European Union (EU) and Switzerland. The Monetary 
Authority of Singapore (MAS) has also issued clear guidance on digital currency case studies whereby 
tokens that function strictly as utilities, even pre-functional utilities, will not be subject to any requirements 
under the Securities and Futures Act. Other Asian regions such as Hong Kong, Macau and UAE have also 
issued clear guidance on the definition of utility tokens as commodities or products. Finally, Cryptyk Inc. has 
had detailed interactions with the government of Andorra and recently been informed of upcoming plans to 
structure new crypto-friendly laws by Q3 2019. All of these regions are suitable for listing CTK tokens on 
crypto exchanges and would also make suitable choices for the incorporation of the Cryptyk Foundation.  
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4. Business Model and Product Roadmap 

4.1  CRYPTYK CLOUD SaaS Product Suite  
 Cryptyk Inc. is building the CRYPTYK CLOUD platform as a complete enterprise-class cloud security 
and storage solution for large enterprises, small-medium businesses (SMBs), professional users and even 
individual public consumers. This complete market approach necessitates three different versions of the 
VAULT and SENTRY product bundle for each customer type, delivered as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
product suite. Leveraging our unique B  B  C business model we sell to Enterprise customers, who then 
issue free Lite versions to their individual customers. We expect 2-3% of Lite users will upgrade to the Pro 
version after 6 months which then generates added revenues which we share with our enterprise customers. 

 

  The basic ‘Lite’ version is free for all individual users and will include 5GB of secure cloud storage. 
This free VAULT storage account is passively immune to external, viral and operational threats. Any 
individual that a CRYPTYK user shares a file with also receives a free 5GB VAULT account with a basic Lite 
version of SENTRY offering essential security features. Users may then upgrade to the paid ‘Pro’ version 
which includes advanced security capabilities such as file tracking plus 500GB of VAULT storage. This paid 
Pro version will cost $10 / user / month and is ideally suited for professional users and SMBs. Cryptyk retains 
50% of profit from Pro sales while 50% of profit goes to our enterprise customers as a new revenue stream. 

 The fully featured ‘Enterprise’ version of the VAULT and SENTRY X product bundle is priced at $15 / 
user / month. This includes next-generation cloud security features such as User Analysis, Digital Leak 
Prevention, Geo-fencing, Shadow Data Analysis, Remote Wipe and User Quarantining. The SENTRY X 
platform protects against internal and surveillance threats and includes 1TB of VAULT cloud storage per 
enterprise user (ie: employee). Enterprise markets are our primary focus and the acquisition of enterprise 
customers will be the main focus of our initial sales efforts. Acquisition of individual and SMB customers 
will occur automatically via enterprise customers sharing confidential files with their customers and then 2-
3% of these free Lite customers are expected to upgrade to the paid Pro version. We offer our enterprise 
customers 33% of Pro revenues as a new revenue stream from their existing customer hence incentivizing 
them to promote the product to their existing customer base. Hence acquiring an enterprise customer 
means acquiring their customer base and sharing the profits with the enterprise.  
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4.2 Go-to-Market Strategy and Customer Adoption  

  The CRYPTYK CLOUD platform is ideally suited as the 
most secure file storage and sharing solution for use by large 
enterprises in all major industries. However, our initial focus is on 
industries that need to store large amounts of confidential user 
information, are a major target for hackers, and who also have 
significant regulatory compliance requirements. As a complete 
single vendor solution, we also want to target industries that have 
yet to migrate their employees to the cloud because of concerns 
with cyber-security and operational complexity. Hence Cryptyk will 
specifically target markets in the financial services, banking, 
investment, legal and insurance industries. CRYPTYK CLOUD is 
the first complete cloud solution that meets the stringent cyber-
security and compliance requirements of these customers. Once these security conscious industries adopt 
CRYPTYK CLOUD for their cloud security and storage solution, many other industries will follow suit.  

By first targeting the financial, banking, legal, accounting and insurance 
industries the CRYPTYK CLOUD platform will quickly generate viral adoption by 
individuals via file sharing between these enterprises and their hundreds of 
millions of customers. We believe customers will readily trust banks as a 
secure cloud storage option simply because of their assumed level of security. 
By profit sharing the paid Pro revenues with our enterprise customers, they will 
be incentivized to promote the Pro product offering to their millions of retail 
customers. Our enterprise customers get a complete cloud storage and 
security solution for half the cost of comparable multi-vendor solutions, and 
they also get a free new revenue stream.   

It is significant to note that there is a large market overlap of the 
financial services industry with investors and media in the crypto industry. 
Consequently, the listing of the CTK Token as a tradable cryptocurrency before 
the initial CRYPTYK CLOUD platform release will assist our other marketing 
efforts targeted at the financial services sector. The listing and promotion of 
CTK on global exchanges will seed our initial market penetration for the 
financial, legal, accounting and insurance industries. However, this will only 
create a founding community of interested participants and supportive 
believers in the CTK economy. It will not directly create enterprise participants 
in our product trial phase or convert investors into long-term customers. For 
this purpose, the Cryptyk Foundation will be responsible for growing the initial 
community of CTK participants and converting them into paying customers. 
Key to achieving this goal will be the organization of community events and the 
provision of attractive benefits for participation in the product trial phase in Q1 
2020, and ultimately for the purchase of the final product release in Q2 2020.    

The acquisition of targeted enterprise customers will automatically result in the conversion of our 
customer’s customer into free platform users (ie: individual consumers). Our customer adoption modelling 
assumes that 2% of these free users will upgrade to the paid professional version of the platform within 6 
months of use. As an example, if we acquire an enterprise customer with 10,000 employees and 20 million 
customers, we assume we will also acquire up to 400,000 additional paid Pro users after six months. Cryptyk 
will generate US$6 per user per month from these paid Pro users while the enterprise customer will receive 
US$4 per user per month. Cryptyk will be responsible for all vendor and operational costs for the platform. 
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4.3 Competitive Analysis   
 The CRYPTYK hybrid blockchain platform combines the best features of 3 different decentralized 
networks to provide a broad range of product features, capabilities and incentives that meet the security, 
cost and performance requirements for real-time cloud applications used by large enterprises. Moreover, 
the CRYTPYK platform offers product versions that meet the much lower pricing demands of consumers. 

 

 In comparison to conventional enterprise-class cyber-security solutions for centralized cloud 
storage which typically eliminate 90% of the attack surface, the CRYPTYK CLOUD platform can eliminate > 
99.99% of the potential attack surface exposed to hackers. It also offers a complete security and storage 
solution from a single vendor compared to the 2-3 vendors that are required for equivalent conventional 
solutions (eg: Google storage plus Skyhigh CASB plus Symantec AV). This translates to dramatic cost 
reductions of up to 50% at prices of $15 / user / month for the Enterprise X version. The Consumer Pro 
version makes our enterprise-class cyber-security solution affordable enough for SMBs and even individual 
consumers at $10 / user / month. The Pro version of the CRYPTYK product bundle offers orders of 
magnitude more cyber-security protection than equivalently priced cloud storage offerings for SMBs and 
consumers. The choice of Enterprise, Pro or Lite versions means that this is the first single vendor solution 
that is effectively a “one-size-fits all” technology for all customer types. Regardless of potential advantages 
for consumers, CRYPTYK CLOUD is the first complete security and storage solution for our target market of 
large financial service organizations that store large amounts of confidential data. 

 In comparison to decentralized blockchain file storage systems (eg: Sia, Storj, Filecoin), the two 
rings of decentralization built into the CRYPTYK CLOUD platform can reduce the potential attack surface 
exposed to external hackers by an additional factor of 100 or more. Blockchain-only platforms also do not 
offer protection against internal and surveillance threats which are a requirement for enterprise-class cyber-
security solutions. Hence, they are very much targeted at the consumer market where internal threats don’t 
normally manifest. Most importantly, blockchain access latencies are typically between 20 and 60 seconds 
compared to the low access latency of the VAULT multi-cloud platform (ie: < 200 msec). The large latencies 
of blockchain platforms for file storage restrict their application to uploading large batch file content as a 
data back-up service. Hence blockchain-only platforms cannot be used for real-time cloud applications 
required by enterprises, such as real-time file editing and collaborative work applications. Ultimately 
blockchain file storage platforms cannot compete in the enterprise market space. Their large access latency 
and lack of enterprise-class features means they can only be sold to the small consumer back-up market.    
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4.4 Plug-in Applications  

  The fully integrated CRYTPYK CLOUD product 
suite including VAULT, SENTRY and the CTK economy 
will provide an ultra-secure storage and security 
platform that many other applications and software 
products can be built on top of. To enable 3rd party 
developers to build applications on top of our platform 
we will provide open source Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) and a Software Development Kit 
(SDK). While we will incentivize the development 
community to integrate their own applications with 
plug-ins to the CRYPTYK CLOUD platform, we will also 
build some fundamental plug-ins ourselves (eg: plug-
ins for MS Office, Adobe, Digital Wallets, Chat, Email). 
Ultimately, almost every software application now 
requires secure storage. Hence our open source plug-
in tools will enable a huge range of potential apps to 
be built on top of our encrypted decentralized product 
suite to grow into the 1st truly secure cloud ecosystem. 

 

4.5 Industry Landscape   
 The Cloud Storage and Security industry landscape consists of a wide variety of players including 
(a) major cloud storage providers such as Google, Amazon, Box and IBM, (b) major consumer security 
players such as McAfee, Nortons and Symantec, (c) the leading enterprise security market players such as 
Cloudstrike and Blue Coat, (d) small niche market players such as Filecoin, Sia and Bankvault, and (e) small 
technology visionaries that includes Cryptyk. The various companies are mapped in the graph below, 
classified on their ability to execute business strategies versus the completeness of their technology vision. 
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     Many enterprise security companies (both large market leaders and smaller technology visionaries) 
have been recently acquired for between $290 Million and $4.6 Billion by major cloud players including 
Microsoft, Cisco, McAfee and Symantec. Furthermore, Cloudstrike recently completed a $7 Billion IPO on 
the Nasdaq stock exchange. It is important to note that all the other major cloud storage and security players 
including IBM, Amazon, Google, HPE and Nortons are actively pursuing suitable acquisitions in the enterprise 
security space. Importantly, Cryptyk is an IBM embedded solutions partner. IBM are assisting us with our 
product development efforts and will act as a strategic sales channel partner for the US banking market 
(they have over 80% share of the banking IT market). No doubt if Cryptyk technology becomes successful 
in the banking sector IBM will be at the head of the pack in terms of acquisition suitors. For this reason, we 
have refused to entertain equity investment offers from IBM so we can maintain a degree of independence.   

Niche market players including blockchain storage companies Filecoin and Sia are focused on very 
small consumer facing market niches. However, of specific importance to Cryptyk in the niche market space 
is Australian cyber-security company Bankvault. They have developed a highly secure web browser product 
to protect the user device from spyware and phishing threats. This end-point security perfectly complements 
our decentralized cloud storage security platform and will make the ideal web portal to securely view and 
edit stored files online. When integrated with Cryptyk technology the result will be complete protection for 
both the enterprise’s online data and every user access device or network end-point. Hence, we have formed 
a strategic partnership with Bankvault to provide improved end-point web security for our platform users.  

The diagram below demonstrates the completeness of the Cryptyk vision compared to the highly 
fragmented and application specific nature of the existing cyber-security industry. There are literally 
hundreds of large and small security players focused on 30 different classes of cyber-security products and 
services. The CRYPTYK platform (incorporating Bankvault web browser technology) will address at least 20 
of these 30 product classes. The remaining 10 cyber-security classes that the CRYPTYK platform will not 
address are either highly industry specific or involve selling test / analysis services instead of SaaS products. 
In truth, no other security solution has ever been so ambitious as to provide a complete “all-in-one” security 
solution for both enterprises and consumers. Moreover, CRYPTYK is the 1st security solution to include cloud 
storage for free. Consequently, the potential for industry wide disruption across all niche markets is clear.  
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4.6 Product Roadmap  

  The CRYPYTK CLOUD project has already spent over 3 years in research, platform design, prototype 
development, security analysis, performance testing and configuration optimization. Experimental prototype 
and beta testing with strategic customer feedback analysis has been critical in optimizing technology design 
for the CRYPTYK CLOUD platform and CTK Token economy. From a broad platform perspective, product 
development is divided into 4 product platforms that when integrated together comprise a complete open 
source cloud security and storage ecosystem. These product platforms are defined as (1) VAULT 
decentralized cloud storage platform, (2) SENTRY blockchain auditing platform, (3) CTK Token Economy 
and CTK Manager Platform, and (4) Open Source Application Plug-in Suite including API and SDK tools.   

 CRYPTYK’s product development history and future roadmap is shown in the figure below. Tasks 
yet to be fully completed are indicated in red text while fully completed tasks are indicated in black text. Note 
that Integration tasks include internal alpha testing while Trial / Release tasks include external beta testing. 
As the core technology of the product suite, the VAULT decentralized cloud storage platform has been our 
primary focus for the first few years of development. This platform has been extensively performance 
optimized and beta tested and is effectively 90% complete. Development of the SENTRY blockchain auditing 
platform comprises two components, namely the SENTRY Private Enterprise blockchain platform and the 
SENTRY Public blockchain platform. The CTK Token was created in 2018 and the CTK economy was 
launched on global crypto exchange Cointiger in Q2 2019. Once these 3 decentralized components are 
completed and integrated together, plug-in tools will then be built on top to complement the fundamental 
product suite with an ever-increasing range of software applications from third party developers. Once all 
product classes are completed and integrated, product trials with strategic enterprise customers will 
commence in July 2020 so that any potential bugs can be fixed, and recommended improvements be made. 
Our target date for the final release of the product to US customers is August 2020. Product releases in other 
key geographic regions such as Australia and Europe will occur in staged launches based on securing 
partner access to storage node providers and setting up local application servers for low access latency. 
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5. Annual Report (2018 - 2019) 

As this is Cryptyk’s first published Annual Report for external review it covers the previous two years of 
company operation for financial years 2018 and 2019. It also includes financial forecasts for 2020 – 2022. 

5.1  Cryptocurrency Industry Update  
 By all accounts 2018 was the most challenging year in the history of cryptocurrencies, ICO’s and 
Tokens Sale offerings. After the peak of the market in January 2018, the cryptocurrency market proceeded 
to lose around 80-90% of its total market value between February 2018 and November 2018. During this 
time the leading cryptocurrency in Bitcoin dropped from its peak over US$19,000 down to around US$3000. 
Similarly, Ethereum dropped from its peak of around US$1200 to below US$80. As a result, the Token Sale 
market suffered a similar fate and the industry dramatically changed every 2-3 months to adjust to the free-
fall in BTC and ETH prices. In late 2017 many projects raised tens of millions of dollars in a few weeks based 
on a single publication of a white paper. However, by early 2018 investment in tokens sales had largely dried 
up and it became significantly harder to complete a successful offering.  

In 2018, not only did it require significantly more funds, documentation and corporate governance 
to attract capital from a cautious investment community, it also took significantly longer to complete. Not 
only was it much harder to close token purchases in Bitcoin and Ethereum, the long delays involved in 
converting large amounts of BTC and ETH into fiat currency meant that around half of the funds raised were 
lost to currency conversion delays. These losses from delays in conversion of BTC/ ETH into USD fiat 
currency accounted for effective added costs of around 50% to token sales. Moreover, the cost of marketing 
token sales sky-rocketed and many projects spent over 90% of the actual funds raised just to extend their 
sale events until they could attract larger investors or until the market bottomed out. It simply cost way too 
much for any project to stand out from the crowd in an increasingly nervous bear market. In the latter half 
of 2018 it became apparent how many 2017 projects had been scams. Consequently, many government 
regulators started to look at the cryptocurrency industry in a negative way which further scared the market. 
Ultimately all these negative factors made 2018 the Annus Horribillis year for the cryptocurrency industry.  

These market conditions proved incredibly challenging for all new token sale projects with success 
rates plunging from over 80% of announced projects to around 10%. While most token sales failed, the few 
that succeeded required strong business cases, significant corporate documentation, structured 
governance models and experienced teams. Ultimately this translated to a vastly superior crop of successful 
token sale projects in 2018 compared to 2017 (when most projects were either scams or poor businesses). 
Unfortunately for Cryptyk, 2018 was the scheduled period for its 3 staggered pre-sale rounds and public sale 
round. As a result, the CTK token sale took 6 months longer than initially expected and did not raise the total 
capital in fiat currency we anticipated (see Section 5.3 Summary of CTK Token Sale). Nonetheless, Cryptyk 
successfully completed the sale US$4.4M of CTK Tokens for US$2.05M of earnings by February 2019 and 
then listed on secondary exchanges by Q2 2019. Throughout 2019 the cryptocurrency industry bottomed 
out is now back on a slow but steady climb in price. Cryptyk will take full advantage of recent improvements 
in industry conditions when it launches its Vault and Sentry products which will drive CTK utility and price. 

5.2  Cyber-Security Industry Update  
 In contrast to the difficult conditions in the cryptocurrency industry, the cyber-security industry (ie: 
our primary target market) had a stellar year of sales growth. As detailed earlier in Section 2.1, the cyber-
security market grew ~ 20% in 2018 to over $140 billion and estimated to have grown 20% CAGR to $175 
billion in 2019. Given that losses due to cyber-crime grew at an even faster rate (30% CAGR) exceeding $1 
Trillion in 2019, the need for better cyber-security solutions has only become more urgent. Furthermore, 
cyber-security has historically only been the concern of trained IT personnel within an enterprise. Now, cyber-
security has become an enterprise wide concern for every CEO and manager. It has even become a major 
issue for SMB’s and consumers with public awareness about cyber-security issues never greater. 
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5.3  Strategic Partners Update  
  Cryptyk Inc. has formalized numerous strategic partnerships to assist us with product development, 
marketing, customer adoption and sales of our CRYPTYK product platform and deployment of our CTK token 
economy. A summary of the most important strategic partnerships that we have developed are as follows; 

(a) IBM  
Cryptyk and IBM have signed two Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDA’s), an Embedded Solutions Partnership 
Agreement (ESPA) and a Memorandum of Understanding relating to future plans for IBM to act as a sales 
channel partner for the US banking industry (MOU). Hence, due to binding NDA’s, there is limited information 
that we can publicly disclose about our partnership with IBM. Nonetheless we can state that IBM have been 
critical in helping us re-design and develop our new Sentry Private and Sentry Public blockchain platforms 
based on the open source Hyperledger Fabric protocol. Furthermore, Cryptyk staff have had regular 
meetings with IBM staff from their blockchain, cloud storage and AI divisions. We estimate that over 18 
months IBM have contributed US$1.2M of “in-kind” value to the CRYPTYK project in terms of staff 
contributions and technical resources. Finally, IBM are tentatively scheduling marketing plans for releasing 
a white labelled version of our platform as an IBM product in Q3/Q4 2020. We hope to be able to report more 
non-confidential information in next years’ annual report relating to IBM sales of the CRYPTYK platform.    

(b) Bankvault  
Cryptyk and Bankvault have signed a Partner Development Agreement (PDA) relating to the integration of 
the Bankvault Web Browser technology into the CRYPTYK platform for our File Preview feature and web 
platform user interface. This will enable much greater security from an end-point perspective for the user. It 
will allow the CRYPTYK platform to reduce its attack surface even further and provide improved security 
features for user authentication processes, phishing attacks and overall end-point cyber-security posture. 
Implementation of Bankvault technology is at an early stage but is expected to be completed with the final 
integration of the VAULT and SENTRY product classes into a complete platform by the end of Q2 2020.  

(c) Founders Federal Credit Union  
Cryptyk and Founders Federal Credit Union (FFCU) have been working together for over 2 years. Moreover, 
FFCU’s CTO in Bob Bender has been acting as an advisor to the Cryptyk board of directors for the same 
period of time. Founders are one of the Top 20 credit unions in the USA and Bob Bender is also Chairman of 
the IT Association of US Credit Unions. Hence their continued involvement in our product development and 
trial phases will be of enormous value to the final product. Customer feedback on product alpha and beta 
versions has been crucial in formulating product design and user interface features to ensure that we meet 
all potential customer expectations for the financial services industry.   

(d) Customer Trial Partnerships     
In addition to its close customer partnership with Founders Federal Credit Union Cryptyk has engaged 
targeted potential customers who have agreed to committing at least 100 employees to trial the Cryptyk 
Cloud product in Q3 2020. Customer Trial Partnership agreements have been secured with America First 
Credit Union (US), Boeing (US), BNP Paribas Bank (Europe), ANZ Bank (Australia), Westpac Bank (Australia), 
the Australian Department of Defense. These trials will provide a funnel to create our initial product sales.  

(e) Other Vendor / Customer Partnerships  
Construction of our VAULT product requires key vendor partnerships with major cloud storage providers. 
We negotiated low cost storage services from Amazon and Google which have been used for R&D and trials. 
As a result of the interest we have developed with both companies, we have been invited to become 
blockchain partners with Google and Amazon and join their incubator programs in Silicon Valley 
commencing Q2 2020. Furthermore, one of our customer partners in Boeing have also asked us to join their 
partner program in the UK commencing mid-2020. The goal of the Boeing partner program will be to develop 
a customized logistics / supply software application to sit on top of our cloud storage and security platform. 
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5.4  Summary of CTK Token Sale  
  Over the 15 month duration of the CTK Token Sale a total of 300 Million CTK tokens were issued to 
(A) investors, (B) partners and (C) marketing entities in return for a total of US$8.16M of investments, 
intangible assets and marketing services (made in USD, Bitcoin, Ethereum and other unlisted tokens). This 
translated to an average CTK price = 2.72 cents (or US$0.0272 per CTK) for token sales, token swaps and 
marketing services. A breakdown of the 3 different transactions types is as follows; 

(A) US$4.41M of Investor Purchases for 200M CTK were completed in either USD fiat currency, Bitcoin 
(BTC) or Ethereum (ETH). For accounting purposes these purchases are considered as product 
revenues due to the receipt of tangible or tradable assets for the supply of the CTK utility product (as all 
BTC and ETH were ultimately converted into fiat currency). These 200 million CTK Tokens were sold to 
investors at an average CTK price = 2.2 cents (or US$0.022 per CTK). Note that the Token Sale was 
divided into 4 staggered rounds (3 pre-sale rounds and a public sale round) over a 15-month period and 
each round was sold at a different price. The 4 different rounds and the totals for each are as follows;  
 

(i) Family and Friends Private Pre-Sale Round in Q1 2018 (US$250k of Token Sales)  
(ii) US Private Pre-Sale Round with 1 year vesting in Q2 2018 (US$380k of Token Sales)   
(iii) Non-US Private Pre-Sale Round in Q3 2018 (US$1.37M of Token Sales)  
(iv) Non-US Public Sale Round in Q1 2019 (US$2.31M of Token Sales)  
 

(B)  US$2.5M of Token Swaps for 50M CTK were completed with other token sale projects that were 
deemed strategically advantageous or potentially profitable for Cryptyk long term. In a token swap deal 
two companies swap their unlisted tokens with each other at an agreed value. Hence payment is 
received in an unlisted token whose final value can be very uncertain in nature. For accounting purposes 
token swaps are considered as an acquired intangible asset due to the uncertain nature of all tokens 
before listing on crypto-currency exchanges (ie: similar to IP value). After the cancellation of 3 token 
swap deals, Cryptyk ultimately executed 6 Token Swaps worth a nominal value of $2.5M for the issuance 
of 50M CTK. This translated to an average CTK price = 5 cents (or US$0.05 per CTK).  However, as an 
intangible asset these tokens only become tangible assets when the tokens are listed and traded on 
crypto-currency exchanges. As with CTK, most tokens from swaps lost significant value upon listing.  
 

(C) US$1.25M of Marketing Services were paid with 50M CTK to marketing partners, advertising 
companies and media outlets. This translated to an average CTK price = 2.5 cents (or US$0.025 per 
CTK). Note most crypto industry marketing companies accepted a variable mix of USD fiat currency, 
crypto-currency (BTC/ETH) and our own CTK tokens for payment. For accounting purposes all 
marketing expenses paid in CTK tokens, BTC and ETH are converted to the equivalent USD value on the 
day of payment and considered as Cost of Goods and Services (COGS) for the delivery of CTK product 
sales. Conversely, all USD payments for marketing are considered operational marketing expenses.  

It is important to note that while all BTC and ETH purchases were fully completed within a few minutes 
it took significant time for the company to transfer and convert this BTC and ETH into USD via two US based 
fiat-crypto exchanges (ie: Coinbase and Kraken). Unfortunately, due to bearish market conditions, both 
exchanges implemented small monthly trading limits and long delays for converting crypto deposits into 
fiat currency for deposit into our USD bank account. It would typically take 4-6 weeks to cash out large sums 
of BTC and ETH into fiat. Note that this was occurring during the 2018 bear market when BTC and ETH 
assets could lose 30-50% value compared to USD within a few weeks. Hence our crypto selling strategy was 
to sell as much as possible as quickly as possible once it had been received. Ultimately around 40% of all 
BTC and ETH payments received were lost in USD value due to the crypto-fiat conversion delays involved 
in using US based crypto-currency exchanges. For accounting purposes crypto-USD conversion losses are 
considered as a Cost of Goods and Services (COGS), as with marketing services paid in CTK in (C) above.  
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 5.5  Summary of CTK Exchange Listing  
  The CTK Token was listed on Cointiger Cryptocurrency Exchange 
(see www.cointiger.com) on March 24, 2019 with the CTK-USDT trading 
pair. The Hong Kong based Cointiger exchange was considered the ideal 
first exchange to list CTK given it is consistently rated in the Top 10 global 
exchanges in terms of daily volume and the majority of this volume is for ERC20 tokens like CTK (instead of 
BTC or ETH volume). Note that many leading exchanges might list ERC20 tokens or “alt-coins”, but the vast 
majority of their published trading volumes are only in the leading currencies such as BTC and ETH. 
Furthermore, many crypto exchanges use “market making” services to provide fake trading volumes to 
encourage real traders to start trading the alt-coin. This fake trading volume is only necessary when a token 
has no real utility or application and hence trading is 100% speculative. However, in contrast to these less 
reputable exchanges, Cointiger does not provide any market making services so that our trading volume on 
this exchange can be considered 100% organic and real. CTK needs to have a strong organic trading volume 
before the release of the Vault and Sentry products. Hence, before the release of these upcoming products 
that will give CTK true utility, CTK trading volume is much more important that CTK price. 

`The average price for issuance of 300M CTK tokens to investors, strategic partners and marketing 
companies was equal to 2.72 cents or US$0.0272 (see Section 5.5). While one might assume from this token 
sale valuation that our initial trading price upon listing would be in the 2-3 cent regime, this assumption does 
not take into account the rapid selling (ie: dumping) of tokens by both marketing companies and unethical 
strategic partners (called “dumpers”). Most digital tokens drop in value by 50-80% within the first month of 
listing as the dumpers sell their tokens at any price they can get. Hence it was expected that the CTK token 
would lose at 50-80% of its trading price before it found a natural trading level until token utility effects could 
drive the price upwards. The actual price drop after listing was in fact much worse than expected. Within the 
first month of listing the CTK trading price had dropped from 2 cents to around 0.05 cents. When CTK price 
hit this low level Cryptyk Inc slowly purchased additional tokens and now owns 48.3% of the total CTK 
economy. In the 9 months since the initial price drop, the CTK token has consistently traded in the price 
regime of 0.5 – 2 cents without further price loss (see graph below). More importantly the CTK token has 
consistently exhibited an organic trading volume of 2M – 10M tokens per day. Consequently, the CTK token 
has found a stable price regime with significant organic daily trading volumes. There are over 2200 CTK 
token holders on Cointiger who trade CTK every day without any marketing or market-making efforts by 
Cryptyk to influence price. Our future listing strategy on additional exchanges is tied into the marketing of 
the product releases of Vault and Sentry in mid-2020, which will give CTK true utility and drive price upwards.     
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5.6  Financial Results and Forecasts  
  Cryptyk’s financial results for US tax years 2018 and 2019 are shown in the profit & loss and account 
balance sheets below (in black text). Also shown below are the P&L and account balance forecasts for 
financial years 2020 - 2022 (in blue text). Note that figures are given quarterly for years 2019 and 2020 while 
they are given annually for all other years. Note also that the financial results for year 2019 are estimated 
results only (ie: not yet fully audited with tax return filed).  

  Financial forecasts for years 2020 – 2022 given below are based on business model assumptions 
(as detailed earlier in Section 4) combined with assumptions about customer adoption, profit-sharing and 
resource requirements. The major assumptions used in these forecasts are that (1) the average growth rate 
of revenues for our Enterprise SaaS product suite during the first 3 years of sales is 300% per year, (2) the 
onset of consumer revenues from our Pro SaaS product suite occurs 3 months after the enterprise vendors 
adoption, and (3) the percentage gross profit from enterprise sales is 90% while the percentage gross profit 
from consumer sales is 50% (due to profit sharing with our strategic enterprise customers). Gross profit 
ratios also include 90% for OEM Sales and 10% product costs (COGS) for operating OEM platforms.   
 

Profit & Loss (Results and Forecasts) 
 

        US$ Millions 
TOTAL 
2018 

 

Q1 
2019 

Q2 
2019 

Q3 
2019 

Q4 
2019 

TOTAL 
2019 

Q1 
2020 

Q2 
2020 

Q3 
2020 

Q4 
2020 

TOTAL 
2020 

TOTAL 
2021 

TOTAL 
2022 

Revenues    CTK / OEM Sales 
                  Enterprise X Sales 
              Consumer Pro Sales 
Revenues TOTAL 

2.10 2.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.31 0.00 0.00 1.67 3.33 5.00 8.00 12.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.33 2.67 4.00 17.00 48.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 10.00 30.00 
2.10 2.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.31 0.00 0.00 3.00 8.00 11.00 35.00 90.00 

COGS         CTK / OEM Sales 
                  Enterprise X Sales 
              Consumer Pro Sales 
COGS TOTAL 

1.05 1.20 0.19 0.00 0.00 1.39 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.33 0.50 0.80 1.20 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.27 0.40 1.70 4.80 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 15.00 
1.05 1.20 0.19 0.00 0.00 1.39 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.60 1.90 7.50 21.00 

Gross Profit (GP) 1.05 1.11 - 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.00 2.70 6.40 9.10 27.50 69.00 
OPEX       Salaries 
                     General & Admin 
                                Marketing 
OPEX TOTAL 

0.76 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.12 0.68 0.18 0.42 0.65 1.20 2.45 6.80 18.00 
0.14 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.05 0.25 0.35 0.70 1.35 2.50 7..80 
0.07 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.10 0.30 0.60 1.02 3.50 11.50 
0.97 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.14 0.89 0.25 0.77 1.30 2.50 4.82 12.80 37.30 

Earnings (EBITDA) 0.04 0.86 - 0.43 - 0.24 - 0.14 0.03 - 0.25 -0.77 1.40 3.90 4.28 14.70 31.70 
CAPEX 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.35 0.45 0.55 1.45 5.50 9.50 
Net Profit (NP) 0.01 0.85 - 0.45 - 0.25 - 0.15 0.00 - 0.35 -1.12 0.95 3.35 2.83 9.20 22.20 
Tax Losses Carried Fwd. 0.98     0.97     0.00 0.00 0.00 
Tax (20% US Federal) 0.00     0.00     0.37 1.84 4.44 
NP after Tax (NPAT) 0.01     0.00     2.46 7.36 17.76 

Account Balance (Results and Forecasts) 

 

          US$ Millions 
 
Tangible Assets  
        Equity Investor Funding   

        Cash Flow (Net Profit) 
        USD Cash on Hand   
        USD Cash after Tax 
        CTK Token Assets 

               Other Listed Tokens 
Total Tangible Assets 

TOTAL 
2018 

 

Q1 
2019 

Q2 
2019 

Q3 
2019 

Q4 
2019 

TOTAL 
2019 

Q1 
2020 

Q2 
2020 

Q3 
2020 

Q4 
2020 

TOTAL 
2020 

TOTAL 
2021 

TOTAL 
2022 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 10.00 0.00 
0.01 0.85 - 0.45 - 0.25 - 0.15 0.00 - 0.35 -1.12 0.95 3.35 2.83 9.20 22.20 
0.07 0.92 0.47 0.22 0.07 0.07 1.72 0.60 1.55 4.71 4.71 23.54 43.90 
0.07 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 
0.46 

 
0.38 

 
0.39 

0.07 
0.39 

 
0.48 

 
0.96 

 
4.80 

 
19.20 

4.34 
19.20 

21.70 
96.00 

39.46 
360.00 

0.00 0.00 0.85 0.47 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 
0.07 0.92 1.78 1.27 0.71 0.71 2.45 1.81 6.60 24.16 14.19 117.70 399.46 

Intangible Assets - IP & SW  
            Other Unlisted Tokens 
Total Intangible Assets 

12.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00 20.00 22.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 75.00 200.00 400.00 
0.00 2.50 1.50 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

12.00 15.00 16.50 18.50 20.00 20.00 22.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 75.00 200.00 400.00 
Total Assets  12.07 15.92 18.28 19.57 20.71 20.71 24.45 31.81 56.60 98.96 98.96 317.70 799.46 
Total Liabilities 0.05 0.11 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 
Account Balance 12.02 15.81 18.09 19.38 20.52 20.52 24.26 31.62 56. 98.96 98.96 317.70 799.46 
CTK Market Capitalization 0.00 0.00 1.04 0.73 0.75 0.75 1.00 2.00 10.00 40.00 40.00 200.00 750.00 
Nominal Company Valuation 12.00 15.00 18.00 19.00 20.00 20.00 25.00 32.00 55.00 100.00 100.00 320.00 800.00 
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  Product revenue forecasts for both Enterprise markets and Consumer markets from 2020 to 2022 
is shown in the graph below. For completeness the actual CTK sales generated from the token sale of $2.06 
Million for 2018 and $2.31 Million for 2019 are included as CTK sales are considered product revenues. 

 

5.7  Corporate Milestones and Future Capital Plan  
  During the 12 months from December 2019 and December 2019 Cryptyk Inc. has reached some 
important business milestones. The most important milestones are as follows; 

• Construction, testing and optimization of VAULT prototype with strategic customers and hackers 

• Design of SENTRY Private and SENTRY Public blockchain platforms 

• Design and Construction of CTK Token, Smart Contract and Token Economy 

• Launch and Completion of CTK Token Sale for $4.41M of CTK sales for $2.05M of income 

• Exchange Listing of the CTK Token on Secondary Markets with  
 Stable Price Regime (0.05 – 0.2 cents)  
 Significant Daily Volume (average 5.8M CTK / day) 
 Strong Liquidity with Small Price Spread (typically 5% of token price) 
 Increase in CTK owned by Cryptyk and its shareholders from 33% to 48.7% 

Despite achieving these key milestones several critical challenges presented themselves. Most importantly, 
due to the cryptocurrency market conditions, we incurred significant expenses that we had not anticipated. 
These related to exchange rate fluctuations and price support of the CTK token on secondary exchanges 
totaling $2.05 million of costs. Furthermore, the extended duration of the token sale delayed our original 
product development schedule by 9 months. Both effects combined have effectively increased the financial 
runway the company requires to deliver the Vault and Sentry products in 2020. Hence Cryptyk is now raising 
an additional $2 million of capital starting January 2020 via the sale of existing share equity (ie: this 
investment offer). The current Series A equity round will fund the company past product release phase to 
positive cash flow status in 2021. Once our final 2 products are released and generating revenues from Q3 
2020 we are also planning to raise another $10-15 million via issue of new share equity in early-mid 2021. 
This future Series B round will help us fast-track marketing efforts and grow enterprise sales globally. 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Product Revenue History & Forecasts

CTK / OEM  Sales Enterprise X Sales Consumer Pro Sales

US$ Millions 
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5.8 Management Team, Board and Advisors  
Summarized below are our core team, board of directors and key advisors. Note that we have 6 more notable 
advisors helping us in various capacities. However, for brevity we have only listed the 2 most active advisors.  
 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

Quantum Physicist,  

Tech Startup Veteran, 

6 Tech Startups, 1 IPO, 

2 Public Acquisitions 

World Class Cyber-Security 

Expert, White-hat Hacker, 

Software Designer / Advisor,  

former Silicon Valley Bank   

Seasoned Silicon Valley 

Director and Founder, 

Tech Business Advisor,  

Venture Capitalist 

IT Automation Expert, 

Platform Architect, 

Systems Manager, “guy 

who automated the NYSE” 

Dennis McMasters 
Chief Architect 

Dr. Daniel Floreani 
Enterprise Solutions 

Computer Scientist, 

Researcher, Designer, 

Enterprise Solutions 

Architect, former Cisco 

Mihkel Trink 
Product Management 

Product Architect, 

Project Manager, 

 Software Developer, 

former Ericsson 

Corporate Lawyer (J.D.), 

Corporate Finance Expert, 

former Executive Director 

at Morgan Stanley 

Derek Grocke 
Cyber-Security Testing 

Financial Services 

Security Specialist, 

CTO of Founders 

Federal Credit Union 

Robert Bender 
Fintech Market Advisor 

Chris Guidroz 
Product Design Advisor 

Cyber-security UI 

Specialist, Product 

Designer, former 

Skyhigh, Nortons 

Prof. Erich Weigold, A.M 
Foundation Chairman 

World Renowned 

Quantum Physicist, 

Humboldt Prize,  

Lyle Medal, A.M. 

Dr. Adam Weigold 
CEO, Founder & Chairman 

Raghu Kotha 

CTO & Founder 

Indra Singhal 
Board Director 

Jen Peng 
Board Director 

Cyber-Security Expert, 

System Auditor, Black-

hat Hacker / Tester,  

Full-stack Developer 

Wes Francis 
Enterprise Sales 

Fintech Partnership 

Manager, Fluent in 6 

languages, 7 years 

in Fintech Startups  
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6.  Legal Disclaimer Statement  

 

Forward-looking Statements  
   Certain information set forth in this document (the “Annual Report”) contains “forward-looking 
information”, including “future oriented financial information” and “financial outlook”, under applicable 
securities laws (collectively referred to herein as forward-looking statements). Except for statements of 
historical fact, information contained herein constitutes forward-looking statements and includes, but is not 
limited to, the (i) projected financial performance of Cryptyk Inc. (“the Company”) and the future valuation 
of the Company; (ii) the expected development of the Company’s business, products, projects and joint 
ventures; (iii) execution of the Company’s vision and growth strategy, including with respect to future M&A 
activity and global growth; (iv) sources and availability of third-party financing for the Company’s projects; 
(v) completion of the Company’s projects that are currently underway, in development or otherwise under 
consideration; (vi) renewal of the Company’s current customer, supplier, partner and other material 
agreements; and (vii) future liquidity, working capital, and capital requirements. Forward-looking statements 
are provided to allow potential investors the opportunity to understand management’s opinions in respect 
of the future so that they may use such opinions as one factor in evaluating an investment in the shareholder 
equity of the Company. 

The forward-looking statements contained within this Annual Report are not guarantees of future 
performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements 
necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual performance and 
financial results in future periods to differ materially from any projections of future performance or result, 
expressed or implied, by such forward-looking statements. Although forward-looking statements may be 
based upon what the management and directors of the Company believes are reasonable assumptions, 
there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and 
future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The Company undertakes 
no obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances or management’s estimates or 
opinions should change except as required by applicable securities laws.  
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Cryptyk Product Site:           www.cryptyk.com 

CTK Economy Site:                   www.cryptyk.io 

 

 

 

 

 


